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Instructions in  
Safety and Warnings
Before commissioning, read these instruc-
tions through carefully and follow all advice.
In this documentation we use different 
types of instructions for safety and warning 
signs:

DANGER

... indicates a real and near danger. To 
ignore this sign means possible death or 
serious injuryas consequence.

WARNING

... indicates a threat of danger. To ignore 
this sign means possible serious injury or 
material da mage as consequence.

ATTENTION

... indicates a possible danger. To ignore 
this sign means possible material damage 
as consequence.

NOTE

... stands for advice and tips for a better 
understanding of instructions or a better 
handling of the unit.

Scope of Validity

The afore-mentioned operating instruc-
tions are valid for opto-electrical position 
indicators, here defined to be the „bar-
mini switch®“. They react according to the 
ope rator of the unit, that means the per-
son, that works with the unit. This is not a 
technical handbook. For questions, arising 
from the contents of this documenta-
tion, please contact our customer service 
department.

Copyright

The unit and this documentation are pro-
tected by copyright. Their reproduction 
without written permission will be contes-
ted in court. We reserve all rights to this 
documentation and its contents thereof, 
also for their reproduction and/or dupli-
cation in whatever imaginable form, e.g. 
through photocopies, print, on whatever 
data carriers or in whatever translated 
form. The reprinting of this documentation 
is only possible via the express written per-
mission of bar GmbH.

The technical state at the time of delivery 
of the unit and instructions is a deciding 
factor, in case no other information is 
provided. We reserve the right to technical 
changes without special notice in advance. 
Earlier instructions lose their validity. The 
General Terms and Conditions for Sales 
and Delivery as prescribed by bar GmbH 
are to be adhered to.

Exemption from Liability

We guarantee the fault-free function of our 
product according to our advertising, the 
product information and this documenta-
tion issued by us. Further product features 
are not promised. We undertake no liability 
for economy and fault-free function, when 
the product is used for other purposes, as 
described in the section „Intended Use“.

Damages are generally excluded, except 
in the case of criminal intent or gross 
negligence committed by bar is proved, or 
in the case of promised product features 
being absent.

If this product is exposed to non-pre-
scribed environments, for which it is not 
suitable or does not correspond to the 
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Technical Standard as stipulated there-
in, then we cannot and will not be held 
responsible for the consequences.

We accept no liability for damages to 
systems and equipment in whatever form 
in the surrounding environment around 
the product, which result from a fault of 
the product or in this documentation. We 
are not responsible for injuries to patents 
and/or other third party rights outside the 
Federal Republic of Germany.

We cannot be held liable for damag-
es, resulting from the incorrect operation 
and non-adherence to the instructions 
laid down in this documentation. We are 
not li able for losses in profit and resulting 
damage thereof from the non-adherence 
to safety instructions and warnings. We 
undertake no liability for damage, resulting 
directly or indirectly from the use of acces-
sories and/or consumable products, which 
have been neither delivered nor certified 
by bar.

The products manufactured by bar GmbH 
are designed to give a long service life. 
They correspond to the state of the art for 
science and technology and are individu-
ally tested in all functions before dispatch. 
The electrical and mechanical construction 
corresponds to valid standards and guide-
lines. bar constantly carries out ongoing 
tests on the products and the marketplace, 
to ensure the further development and 
improvement of their products.

In case of faults and/or technical problems, 
please contact our service department. We 
can assure you, that immediate appropri-
ate measures will be introduced. Valid here 
are the Terms of Warranty from bar GmbH, 
which we will send to you upon request.

Intended Use

The Position indicator bar-miniswitch® is 
a device for optical display and electrical 
messaging of intermediary and end posi-
tions of actuators, working on industrial 
fittings. Just before reaching the end posi-
tion an electrical signal is generated, e.g. 
for feedback to the process control unit.

Any other application of this device is to be 
considered to be outside the intended use. 
If you have any questions, or would like to 
use the unit for another purpose, please 
contact our customer service department.
We will be pleased to help with the neces-
sary configurations.

Guarantee

For this device, we undertake the war-
ranty of faultless condition for a duration 
of six months within the framework of 
our Conditions of Warranty. Parts subject 
to wear-and-tear are excluded from this 
warranty. The claim is invalidated, when 
tampering is carried out by persons, who 
are hereby not authorised by bar GmbH.

Inside the warranty period of time, we will 
repair damage or faults without cost, which 
can be provenly traced back to a factory 
error, insofar as this is registered by us 
immediately upon discovery, at the latest 
however inside a time span of six months 
following the date of delivery. The warranty 
cover will be made according to our esti-
mation, through costfree repair mainte-
nance of the faulty part(s) or exchange of 
those parts with faultless parts.

Send the units, for which the claim against 
warranty is being made, carriage-paid and 
with a copy of the invoice i.e. the delivery 
note to bar GmbH. Please get in con-
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tact with our customer service department 
before sending the goods.

Obligations of the Customer

The owner/operator of this device has to 
ensure, that only persons who

•  know the rules about safety at work and 
prevention of accidents

•  have been instructed in the operation of 
this device

•   have completely read and understood 
these instructions

can use and operate this device.

Persons, who operate this device, are 
obliged:

•  to observe all rules pertaining to safety 
at work and the prevention of accidents

• to read these instructions thoroughly.

Authorised Personnel

Persons to be seen as authorised, are 
those with a successfully concluded pro-
fessional training, technical experience, 
as well as knowledge of the appropriate 
standards and guidelines, and who are in 
a position, to appreciate the tasks they are 
delegated, and lastly to recognise and act 
upon possible dangers arising.

Operators of the Position Indicator 
Persons to be seen as authorised, are those 
who have been instructed in the operation 
of a position indicator and have read and 
fully understood these instructions.

Personnel for Installation and Care 
Persons to be seen as authorised, are 
those who have been instructed in the 
importance and consequences of position 
indicators and have read and fully under-
stood these instructions.
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Technical Data

Technical Data

Description

The opto-electrical position indicator bar-miniswitch® is 
self-adjusting. It was specially conceived for smaller actuators 
and requires a minimum of space for mounting. The electrical 
connections are pluggable.

Design Compact construction, directly mountable

Installation dimensions
50 x 25 mm – Pinion extension 15 mm
with adapter: 80 x 30 mm – Pinion extension 20 i.e. 30 mm

Constructional features
self-adjusting – with mechanical micro-switches or inductive 
switches

Mounting position as desired

Protection type
MS-...: IP 67 (standard-version)
MS-UL-...: IP 68 10m 72h (UL/CSA-version)

Supply voltage
• mechanical: max. 250 V/AC, direct current max. 1 A
• inductive: 5 to 30 V/DC, direct current max. 100 mA

Material
• housing: plastic
• screws: stainless steel A2

Switching function
• mechanical: changer
• inductive: PNP-changer

Ambient temperature
• mechanical: -20 °C to +70 °C
• inductive: -20 °C to +70 °C

Connection Plug connection M12, 4-pole DIN EN 61076-2-101

Cable Ø 6 – 8 mm, 0,75 mm²

Weight 80 – 130 g, depending on the different models:

Mounting heights

There are different mounting heights H, 
depending on the different models:

Model with Pinion 
extension 15 mm

Model with Pinion
extension 20 mm

MS-M2-50/25-15 and 
MS-D2-50/25-15

MS-M2-50/25-20 and 
MS-D2-50/25-20

Certificate UL CSA Nr. 80054905
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Dimensioned Drawing

Mounting heights

50 x 25 mm – shaft extension 15 mm

With adapter: 80 x 30 mm – shaft extension 20 / 30 mm

For shaft extension 20  
MS-M2-50/25-20 and 
MS-D2-50/25-20

For shaft extension 15 
MS-M2-50/25-15 and 
MS-D2-50/25-15

For shaft extension 20  
MS-M2-80/30-20 and 
MS-D2-80/30-20

For shaft extension 30 
MS-M2-80/30-30 and 
MS-D2-80/30-30
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Delivery and Unpacking

Controlling the delivery

The unit is dispatched from bar and trans-
ported by selected transport companies 
i.e. package deliverers. At the point of 
arrival on your premises you should check 
the following:

•   Are the number of packages that 
arrived the same as on the bar delivery 
note?

•   Is the packaging free from visible signs 
of damage?

•   Are the unit(s) and the accessories free 
from visible signs of damage?

•   Are there any signs of careless han-
dling during transport (e.g. burn marks, 
scratches, paint)?

To be able to present all claims against the 
transport companies, you should docu-
ment all possible transport damage (e.g. 
with photographs and a written report), 
before you unpack the unit. bar is not 
responsible in any way for transport 
da mage and can not accept responsibility 
or liability in any way whatsoever.

Scope of delivery

Carefully remove the transport packaging. 
Please observe all laws and regulations for 
the disposal of packaging materials. After 
packing everything out, you should have 
the following parts before you:

•   Opto-electrical position indicator 
bar-miniswitch®

Depending on order, the following optional 
extras:

•  Adapter for differing pinion extension
• Position indicator with screw
• Plug
• Connecting cable

Check the scope of delivery with the 
delivery note and the order documenta-
tion. Any differences should be registered 
immediately to bar. Later complaints about 
incomplete or damaged deliveries cannot 
be accepted.

Position indicator

Plug

bar-miniswitch®

Adapter for pinion

Actuator
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Mounting and 
Commissioning
Mounting

Versions and Certificates

WARNING

Mounting may only be carried out by suit-
ably qualified skilled persons. Otherwise 
there is a danger of electric shock and 
defective installation.

1.   If so required, fasten the adapter for 
raised pinions to the bar-mini switch® with 
4 screws from underneath.

2.  Position the bar bar-mini switch® on top of 
the actuator. Next insert the nose-piece 
of the position indicator (1) in the corre-
sponding groove in the actuator shaft.

3.  Fasten the bar-mini switch® (i.e. the 
adapter) with 4 screws to the actuator.

4.  Screw-on the plug (M12, 4-pole) with the 
correct orientation.

5.  Place the optional position indicator on 
top. Thereby insert the nose-piece in the 
groove.

6.  Fix in place the position indicator with a 
screw.

ATTENTION

Mount the unit only according to the 
description in this section. Otherwise the 
functio nality can be restricted.

6 www.bar-gmbh.de 

Montage und Inbetriebnahme

Montage

Warnung Achtung
Die Montage darf nur durch ausgebildetes Fach-
personal erfolgen. Ansonsten besteht die Gefahr 
elektrischer Schläge und mangelhafter Installation.

Montieren Sie das Gerät nur gemäß der Beschrei-
bung in diesem Abschnitt. Ansonsten kann die 
Funktionalität beeinträchtigt werden.

1. Falls erforderlich befestigen Sie den Adapter für 
erhöhten Ritzelabstand mit vier Schrauben von 
unten an der bar-miniSwitch.

2. Setzen Sie die bar-miniSwitch auf den Schwenk-
antrieb auf. Führen Sie dabei den Steg des Posi-
tionsanzeigers (1) in die entsprechende Nut in 
der Welle des Schwenkantriebes ein.

3. Befestigen Sie die bar-miniSwitch (bzw. den 
Adapter) mit vier Schrauben am Schwenkan-
trieb.

4. Schrauben Sie den Stecker (M12, 4-polig) mit 
richtiger Orientierung auf.

5. Stecken Sie den optionalen Stellungsanzeiger 
auf. Führen Sie dabei den Steg in die Nut ein.

6. Befestigen Sie den Stellungsanzeiger mit einer 
Schraube.

Anschliessen Inbetriebnahme

Warnung Hinweis
Die elektrische Installation darf nur durch qualifi-
ziertes Fachpersonal erfolgen. Ansonsten besteht 
die Gefahr elektrischer Schläge.

Die bar-miniSwitch ist selbstjustierend ausgelegt. 
Deswegen sind keinerlei Einstell- oder Justage-
arbeiten erforderlich.

Schaltplan 1. Lassen Sie den Schwenkantrieb zweimal 
schalten, damit die miniSwitch die Nullstellung 
finden kann.

2. Prüfen Sie, ob der Stellungsanzeiger mit der 
Ventilstellung übereinstimmt. Wenn nicht, 
wurden Ventil oder Schwenkantrieb falsch 
montiert.

3. Schalten Sie die Versorgungsspannung ein.
4. Überprüfen Sie, ob das elektrische Schaltsignal 

mit dem Stellungsanzeiger übereinstimmt.
5. Wenn alle Prüfungen erfolgreich bestanden 

wurden, ist die Montage und Inbetriebnahme 
beendet.

1 

Fig. 1: label standard version

Fig. 2: label UL/CSA certified version
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WARNING

The electrical installation may only be carried 
out by qualified skilled personnel. Otherwise 
there is a danger of electrical shocks.

Circuit diagram

The bar-mini switch® is designed as self- 
adjusting. Therefore there is no need for 
setting or adjustment work.

1.    Let the actuator switch 2-times, so that 
the bar-mini switch® can find the zero 
position.

2.  Check whether the position indicator 
agrees with the valve positioning. If not, 
then either the valve or the actuator is 
wrongly mounted.

3.  Switch on the supply voltage.
4.  Check, if the electrical switching signal 

agrees with the position indicator.
5.  When all checks have been successfully 

carried out, then mounting and commis-
sioning have been completed.

Cleaning 

WARNING

Never use aggressive cleaners or materi-
als, to clean the housing of the bar-mini-
switch®. This can lead to damage to the 
housing.

1.  Clean the housing of the bar-mini switch® 

with a clean, slightly-moistened cloth.
2.  In the case of a hardened-on dirt, use 

a normal household cleaner according 
to the instructions on the packaging on 
the cleaner.

Maintenance

Schaltplan

Mikroschalter Typ M2 Induktiver Schalter Typ D2

Stecker

3
2

1

4

S1 S2

Stecker

3
2

1

4

S1 S2

1
2

3
4

Anschlussbuchse
Kabel
1 = S2 +
2 = S1 -
3 = S1 +
4 = S2 -

Anschlussbuchse

1
2

3

4
Kabel
1 = +
2 = -
3 = S1
4 = S2

Mikroschalter Typ M2

Schaltplan

Mikroschalter Typ M2 Induktiver Schalter Typ D2

Stecker

3
2

1

4

S1 S2

Stecker

3
2

1

4

S1 S2

1
2

3
4

Anschlussbuchse
Kabel
1 = S2 +
2 = S1 -
3 = S1 +
4 = S2 -

Anschlussbuchse

1
2

3

4
Kabel
1 = +
2 = -
3 = S1
4 = S2

Induktiver Schalter

Connecting

Commissioning

NOTE
The bar-mini switch® works maintenan ce-
free. In case of defects, which take place 
inside the warranty time, remove the bar-
mini switch®, and after telephoning us, send 
it to the address as shown on the rear side.

WARNING

Never open the housing of the bar-mini-
switch®. This can lead to damage to the 
unit and the loss of all warranty claims.
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Declaration of Conformity
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The bar products are comprehensively tested. The company bar therefore only guarantees the replacement or –  
at its sole discretion – the free repair of those components of the delivered products which, in the opinion of bar, 
have demonstrable manufacturing defects. Warranty claims due to defects or defects of title can be asserted wit-
hin one (1) year from delivery/transfer of risk. Excluded from the warranty are damages due to normal product use 

or friction as well as damages due to changes or unauthorized repairs to the products for which bar rejects any 
claim for damages (direct or indirect). (Please refer to our website for detailed information.) All deliveries are subject 

to the General Conditions of Sale which can be found at www.bar-gmbh.de.

The descriptions and images contained in this product data sheet are for informational purposes only  
and are not guaranteed. bar GmbH reserves the right to make technical and constructive changes to its  

products without prior notice.

Warranty: All purchases and sales contracts expressly require the Purchaser to accept the General Terms and 
Conditions of Sale and Delivery which can be found on www.bar-gmbh.de/agb. bar GmbH hereby objects to any 

deviating or additional condition to the General Terms and Conditions of Sale and Delivery which has been  
communicated to the Purchaser in any form without the written consent of a bar GmbH representative.


